
 

 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE THAMES VALLEY BERKSHIRE LOCA: 

ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP (LEP) EXECUTIVE< HELD ON WEDNESDAY 4 

MAY 2011 

 

Present: Steve Lamb SL(Corporate) (Chairman); David Gillham DG (HE 

Sector); Ian Trenholm IT (RBWM); David Cook DC (Corporate); Andrew 

Middleton AM (Community Sector); Andy Stevenson AS (Corporate) 

 

Apologies: Mark Ashwell (SME); Gareth Osborn (Corporate); Cllr Andrew 

Cumsty (Reading BC) 

 

Secretariat: Tom Fuller TF (LEP Business Director); Barry Deller BD (BESB); 

Richard Tyndall RT (Berkshire Improvement and Efficiency Partnership) 

 

1.         Apologies and minutes of 6 April 2011 meeting 

 

1.1 The apologies were noted and the minutes of the previous meeting 

agreed as a true and accurate record. 

 

2.         Chairman’s update 

 

2.1       SL updated the Executive on: 

 

a. LEP Capacity Fund. The outcome of the application should be 

known post 5 May 

b. RGF Round 1: TVB LEP submissions were not successful. BD 

advised that there had been no specific feedback regarding 

either RGF Round 1 applications although the outcome was as 

expected. TF to chase feedback from Clare Marett (BIS) to 

enable a comprehensive EOI to be submitted in the future. 

c. RGF Round 2: SL commented that there was to be a meeting of 

the SE LEP’s in the near future and that the importance of the 

SE to the National economy remains paramount and every 



 

 

opportunity should be taken to maintain pressure on 

Government by continued submissions. DG did not feel that 

there was merit in resubmitting the Innovation bid at this 

juncture. BD advised that future submissions would be on a 

staged basis with the RGF Round 2 EOI’s expected to be lodged 

1 June. WRAtH remains current especially with cancellation of 

AirTrack and BAA support now more focussed – however we 

are seeking input from BIS as to whether WRAtH would meet 

metrics/criteria under RGF.  

d. Setting the Business Vision: SL previously circulated a proposal 

from Future Agenda (recommended by Michael Coughlin who 

has used the company to great effect) to hold a 1 day 

workshop to develop a clear strategy and priorities that support 

the current and future requirements of the business 

environment. This workshop is seen as a watershed for TVB LEP 

and was unanimously supported by the Executive. A date of 23 

May has been agreed and TF/DG to procure a suitable venue – 

Reading Business School subsequently agreed. The Executive 

agreed a budget of £2,500 for the services of Future Agenda. 

SL emphasised the need that key businesses, including utilities, 

be invited to attend and that the Executive should make 

recommendations to him by cob 4 May. 

e. Voyage – pro bono branding work. SL stated that interviews are 

now underway with both Executive & Forum members is 

gaining momentum. 

f. Funding agenda. BD summarised the current position regarding 

BESB funds and that c £25,000 could be available for transfer to 

TVB LEP post 30 June. Additionally the revenue funding 

provided by the unitaries (6x£10,000) is now available for 

transfer. TF is meeting with Harjit Hunjan and Richard Bunn at 

RBWM 10 May to discuss accounting. TF outlined that funding 

would be required to support a full time Business Director and 

admin support, Systems, IT, Communications, Consumables & 



 

 

Utilities, Studies, Consultancy, Events and Accommodation. DG 

suggested that a target budget of £250k appeared realistic. TF 

to review funding opportunities on both a direct contribution 

and membership basis. The Executive were requested to 

identify key target businesses to approach within their own 

geographical area and advise TF – Action by cob 13 May. A 

target list will be produced so that bespoke ‘roadshow’ 

presentations can be given across the county. BD advised that 

he was attending a planning meeting regarding ERDF funding 

opportunities with a view to the bid deadline of 25 May. 

 

3.         LEP priorities 

 

 

3.1 RT facilitated an exercise to drive out the key priorities – the out 

put of which is at Appendix1 

 

4.         To re-consider a draft constitution for the LEP for submission 

to the 

             Forum for approval. 

 

4.1        The revised draft constitution as tabled was approved subject to: 

              - LA’s being allowed to make substitutions subject to any 

substitute 

               having decision making authority   

              - Reference to ‘Project Groups’ to be renamed ‘Sub Forums and 

Project  

                Groups’ 

 

               An updated draft is attached 

 

5.          Enterprise Zone EOI. 

 



 

 

5.1 Two EOI’s submitted in accordance with Government guidelines.  

 

 

6.           Innovation & Growth Team – Innovation Strategy Event 

 

6.1 The Executive agreed to recommend to the Forum that TVB LEP 

will support this event scheduled for 6 July at Henley Business 

School.  

 

7.           Next meeting. 8 June 2011 – venue TBA 



 

 

 


